
BRAND GUIDE



OUR PURPOSE

We help musicians reach their goals
through inspiration and education.

We create clarity with step-

by-step lessons from the best

teachers in the world.

We create communities where

new students are surrounded by

supportive peers and teachers.

We create technology that

improves their practice & empowers

them to learn anywhere, anytime.



Empathy
caring, thoughtful, humble

We listen deeply, ask questions,

and celebrate achievements.

Students know that we care.

Grit
reliable, brave, resilient

We strive for excellence, overcome

setbacks, and keep pushing.

Students know that we’ll deliver.

Passion
creative, innovative, problem-solver

We care more about the impact of

our work than the output. Students

smile when we help them.

OUR CORE VALUES



OUR BRAND TIMELINE

2012 2016 2018 2019 2021
Drumeo was started

in 2012 after years of

releasing physical

DVDs such as The

Drumming System.

Pianote was born

years after we started

builidng our free

lessons platforms on

PianoLessons.com

GuitarLessons.com

was purchased in

2011 and was the first

step towards the

Guitareo launch.

Recordeo was started in

2019 and is currently

paused until we build a

curriculum and re-

launch the membership.

Singeo. The result of

consistent student

feedback in Pianote

that Lisa should teach

singing as well.



AaAvailable for download on Google Fonts or in our brand assets folder.

OpenSans
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
(,:;?!@#$%&*) 01234567890

OUR TYPEFACE



AaOUR TYPEFACE - VARIANTS

REGULAR 400

REGULAR 400 ITALIC

SEMI-BOLD 600

SEMI-BOLD 600 ITALIC

BOLD 700

BOLD 700 ITALIC

EXTRA-BOLD 800

EXTRA-BOLD 800 ITALIC

Almost before we knew it, we had left the ground.

Almost before we knew it, we had left the ground.

Almost before we knew it, we had left the ground.

Almost before we knew it, we had left the ground.

Almost before we knew it, we had left the ground.

Almost before we knew it, we had left the ground.

Almost before we knew it, we had left the ground.

Almost before we knew it, we had left the ground.



AaREGULAR 400 FAVORITE

The most commonly used variant.
"Regular" should be used in all
paragraphs and longer content forms.

SEMI-BOLD 600
Semi-bold is the least used variant
and should only be used if needed
to increase readability of Regular.

EXTRA-BOLD 800 FAVORITE

Extra-bold should be used for
headlines, or to add emphasis to
words within paragraphs.

BOLD 700
Bold can come in handy with sub-
titles, buttons or simply to increase
the readabilty of smaller texts.

ALL ITALICS
Italics are used sparingly to add
emphasis to certain words.

OUR TYPEFACE - VARIANT USE CASES

It's best to skip at least 1 font-weight between

elements to differentiate them enough.

SKIP A WEIGHT



AaDo not use all-caps for long sentences.
All-caps are great short punchy headlines, but
can be hard to read in longer sentences. As a
rule if a sentence is over 10 words you should
not be using all-caps.

Do not manually alter the font.
Adding strokes to make it thicker/thinner,
manually tilting text for italics and stretching
or compressing the font is discouraged.

Do not rotate or tilt the font.
Rotating the font for a logo or thumbnail
design is fine. Otherwise, the font should sit
horizontal and flat to make it easier to read
for our students.

Do not use any other font without permission.
Outside of thumbnails, new products & physical
printed materials, there should not be any other
fonts used without permission.

Avoid widows whenever possible.
Adjust copy, font-size, container width etc
whenever possible to avoid having a single
word bump down to its own line. Example of a
widow.

OUR TYPEFACE - MISUSES

Avoid adding unnecessary effects.
Avoid adding strokes, glows or shadows
whenever possible. All are permissable, but
only if needed to improve the legibility.



OUR COLORS

M-BRAND
HEX: #000C17

RGB: 0, 12, 23

CMYK: 80, 71, 60, 80

D-BRAND
HEX: #0B76DB

RGB: 11, 118, 219

CMYK: 94, 51, 0, 0

P-BRAND
HEX: #F61A30

RGB: 246, 26, 48

CMYK: 0, 98, 87, 0

G-BRAND
HEX: #00C9AC

RGB: 0, 201, 172

CMYK: 69, 0, 45, 0

S-BRAND
HEX: #8300E9

RGB: 131, 0, 233

CMYK: 67, 86, 0, 0

R-BRAND
HEX: #FFAE00

RGB: 255, 174, 0

CMYK: 0, 36, 100, 0

Here are our main brand colors.



OUR SHADES

GREY-3
HEX: #879097

RGB: 135, 144, 151

CMYK: 49, 38, 34, 2

GREY-4
HEX: #B1BDC8

RGB: 177, 189, 200

CMYK: 30, 19, 15, 0

GREY-5
HEX: #DAE3EB

RGB: 218, 227, 235

CMYK: 13, 7, 4, 0

GREY-1
HEX: #111C26

RGB: 17, 28, 38

CMYK: 83, 72, 58, 72

GREY-2
HEX: #404951

RGB: 64, 73, 81

CMYK: 73, 61, 52, 37

GREY-6
HEX: #F2F3F5

RGB: 242, 243, 254

CMYK: 4, 2, 2, 0

GREY-7
HEX: #FAFAFB

RGB: 250, 250, 251

CMYK: 1, 1, 0, 0

Here are the shades which can be used throughout all of our brands.





Jared is the co-founder and CEO of
Drumeo and has been our instructor
since the beginning in 2012.

This is
Jared Falk



DRUMEO COLORS

These are the accepted colors and shades for use in Drumeo specific promotional and educational materials.

D-BRAND
HEX: #0B76DB

RGB: 11, 118, 219

CMYK: 94, 51, 0, 0

D-3
HEX: #B2D4F4

RGB: 178, 212, 244

CMYK: 27, 8, 0, 0

D-1
HEX: #13171B

RGB: 19, 23, 27

CMYK: 75, 69, 63, 78

D-4
HEX: #F3F4F5

RGB: 243, 244, 245

CMYK: 3, 2, 2, 0

D-2
HEX: #112E4A

RGB: 17, 46, 74

CMYK: 96, 80, 45, 43



LOGO

This is the Drumeo logo. We ask that you
follow the rules outlined below if you use it.

Only show the logo in Drumeo Blue or
white. You can use black for certain
exceptions, but please ask approval first.

Do not alter, rotate, or modify the logo.

Do not use outdated versions of the
logo.



LOGO SPACING

Please give the logo some room to breathe.

The empty space around the outside of
the logo should be at least 50% of the
width of the "o" in the logo.



LOGO COLOR

As a rule the Drumeo logo should be either
blue or white.

Drumeo Blue should be used whenever
possible whether in the background or
as the logo color.

In certain situations the Drumeo logo
can also be used on a different colored
background or over a photo. Use the
WebAIM Contrast Checker when unsure
what logo color to use and maintain a
contrast ratio of at least 3:1.



LOGO MISUSE

Here are some examples of the logo being
misused. Please DO NOT:

Rotate the logo.

Place the logo on a busy background.

Use the logo on a low-contrast background.

Alter or restyle the logo in any way.

Stretch or compress the logo.

Avoid adding unnecessary effects to the
logo. Effects may be added only if they
increase visibility and no other logo
color options are available.



Reach your
drumming
goals.







Lisa's infectious enthusiasm & teaching style
worked so well for students in Pianote, that
she is also our Singeo instructor.

This is
Lisa Witt



PIANOTE COLORS

These are the accepted colors and shades for use in all Pianote specific promotional and educational materials.

P-BRAND
HEX: #F61A30

RGB: 246, 26, 48

CMYK: 0, 98, 87, 0

P-3
HEX: #FCB8BF

RGB: 252, 184, 191

CMYK: 0, 35, 13, 0

P-1
HEX: #201617

RGB: 32, 22, 23

CMYK: 65, 71, 66, 79

P-4
HEX: #F6F5F5

RGB: 246, 245, 245

CMYK: 2, 2, 2, 0

P-2
HEX: #55171D

RGB: 85, 23, 29

CMYK: 38, 90, 76, 59



LOGO

This is the Pianote logo. We ask that you
follow the rules outlined below if you use it.

Only show the logo in Pianote Red or
white. You can use black for certain
exceptions, but please ask approval first.

Do not alter, rotate, or modify the logo.

Do not use outdated versions of the
logo.



LOGO SPACING

Please give the logo some room to breathe.

The empty space around the outside of
the logo should be at least 50% of the
width of the "o" in the logo.



LOGO COLOR

As a rule the Pianote logo should be either
red or white.

Pianote Red should be used whenever
possible whether in the background or
as the logo color.

In certain situations the Pianote logo
can also be used on a different colored
background or over a photo. Use the
WebAIM Contrast Checker when unsure
what logo color to use and maintain a
contrast ratio of at least 3:1.



LOGO MISUSE

Here are some examples of the logo being
misused. Please DO NOT:

Rotate the logo.

Place the logo on a busy background.

Use the logo on a low-contrast background.

Alter or restyle the logo in any way.

Stretch or compress the logo.

Avoid adding unnecessary effects to the
logo. Effects may be added only if they
increase visibility and no other logo
color options are available.



Learn the
piano with
real teachers.







After growing her personal brand as an
educator and guitarist, Ayla became a
Guitareo instructor in 2021.

This is
Ayla Tesler-Mabe



GUITAREO COLORS

These are the accepted colors and shades for use in all Guitareo specific promotional and educational materials.

G-BRAND
HEX: #00C9AC

RGB: 0, 201, 172

CMYK: 69, 0, 45, 0

G-3
HEX: #A8EDE3

RGB: 168, 237, 227

CMYK: 30, 0, 16, 0

G-1
HEX: #101817

RGB: 16, 24, 23

CMYK: 75, 65, 67, 80

G-4
HEX: #F2F4F3

RGB: 242, 244, 243

CMYK: 4, 2, 3, 0

G-2
HEX: #0C443C

RGB: 12, 68, 60

CMYK: 87, 49, 69, 49



LOGO

This is the Guitareo logo. We ask that you
follow the rules outlined below if you use it.

Only show the logo in Guitareo Green or
white. You can use black for certain
exceptions, but please ask approval first.

Do not alter, rotate, or modify the logo.

Do not use outdated versions of the
logo.



LOGO SPACING

Please give the logo some room to breathe.

The empty space around the outside of
the logo should be at least 50% of the
width of the "o" in the logo.



LOGO COLOR

As a rule the Guitareo logo should be either
green or white.

Guitareo Green should be used
whenever possible whether in the
background or as the logo color.

In certain situations the Guitareo logo
can also be used on a different colored
background or over a photo. Use the
WebAIM Contrast Checker when unsure
what logo color to use and maintain a
contrast ratio of at least 3:1.



LOGO MISUSE

Here are some examples of the logo being
misused. Please DO NOT:

Rotate the logo.

Place the logo on a busy background.

Use the logo on a low-contrast background.

Alter or restyle the logo in any way.

Stretch or compress the logo.

Avoid adding unnecessary effects to the
logo. Effects may be added only if they
increase visibility and no other logo
color options are available.



The easier
way to learn
the guitar.







In 2019 Lisa became our Pianote instructor
and since then has taught, inspired &
created thousands of piano players.

This is
Lisa Witt



SINGEO COLORS

These are the accepted colors and shades for use in all Singeo specific promotional and educational materials.

S-BRAND
HEX: #8300E9

RGB: 131, 0, 233

CMYK: 66, 83, 0, 0

S-2
HEX: #320E4F

RGB: 50, 14, 79

CMYK: 88, 100, 31, 38

S-3
HEX: #DAB3F8

RGB: 218, 179, 248

CMYK: 16, 31, 0, 0

S-1
HEX: #18131C

RGB: 24, 19, 28

CMYK: 73, 73, 60, 78

S-4
HEX: #F4F3F5

RGB: 244, 244, 245

CMYK: 3, 3, 2, 0



LOGO

This is the Singeo logo. We ask that you
follow the rules outlined below if you use it.

Only show the logo in Singeo Purple or
white. You can use black for certain
exceptions, but please ask approval first.

Do not alter, rotate, or modify the logo.

Do not use outdated versions of the
logo.



LOGO SPACING

Please give the logo some room to breathe.

The empty space around the outside of
the logo should be at least 50% of the
width of the "o" in the logo.



LOGO COLOR

As a rule the Singeo logo should be either
purple or white.

Singeo Purple should be used whenever
possible whether in the background or
as the logo color.

In certain situations the Singeo logo can
also be used on a different colored
background or over a photo. Use the
WebAIM Contrast Checker when unsure
what logo color to use and maintain a
contrast ratio of at least 3:1.



LOGO MISUSE

Here are some examples of the logo being
misused. Please DO NOT:

Rotate the logo.

Place the logo on a busy background.

Use the logo on a low-contrast background.

Alter or restyle the logo in any way.

Stretch or compress the logo.

Avoid adding unnecessary effects to the
logo. Effects may be added only if they
increase visibility and no other logo
color options are available.



Learn how
to sing your
favorite songs.







Since Drumeo began in 2012, Victor has been the
secret weapon to creating amazing sounds in our
studio. He is our Recordeo instructor.

This is
Victor Guidera



RECORDEO COLORS

These are the accepted colors and shades for use in all Recordeo specific promotional and educational materials.

R-BRAND
HEX: #FFAE00

RGB: 255, 174, 0

CMYK: 0, 36, 100, 0

R-3
HEX: #FFE3A7

RGB: 255, 227, 167

CMYK: 0, 11, 40, 0

R-1
HEX: #1E1B14

RGB: 30, 27, 20

CMYK: 65, 65, 73, 79

R-4
HEX: #F6F5F4

RGB: 246, 245, 244

CMYK: 2, 2, 2, 0

R-2
HEX: #563F0F

RGB: 86, 63, 15

CMYK: 49, 62, 100, 49



LOGO

This is the Recordeo logo. We ask that you
follow the rules outlined below if you use it.

Only show the logo in Recordeo Yellow
or white. You can use black for certain
exceptions, but please ask approval first.

Do not alter, rotate, or modify the logo.

Do not use outdated versions of the
logo.



LOGO SPACING

Please give the logo some room to breathe.

The empty space around the outside of
the logo should be at least 50% of the
width of the "o" in the logo.



LOGO COLOR

As a rule the Recordeo logo should be
either yellow or white.

Recordeo Yellow should be used
whenever possible whether in the
background or as the logo color.

In certain situations the Recordeo logo
can also be used on a different colored
background or over a photo. Use the
WebAIM Contrast Checker when unsure
what logo color to use and maintain a
contrast ratio of at least 3:1.



LOGO MISUSE

Here are some examples of the logo being
misused. Please DO NOT:

Rotate the logo.

Place the logo on a busy background.

Use the logo on a low-contrast background.

Alter or restyle the logo in any way.

Stretch or compress the logo.

Avoid adding unnecessary effects to the
logo. Effects may be added only if they
increase visibility and no other logo
color options are available.



Record any
instrument
any time.





BRAND GUIDE

Please refer any questions to:

Jordan Dick
Creative Director
jord@musora.com


